Cold Weather Inlet Management:
A Common Sense Approach

By Jim Donald, Extension Engineer, Jess Campbell, Poultry Housing Technician,
and Gene Simpson, Extension Economist, Auburn University

Cold weather is here and many broiler managers and farm operators are asking questions about the management of air inlets for cold weather. Proper air inlet management is crucial for maintaining dry floors and good rearing conditions in the broiler house in winter. To do inlet management right, it is important to understand all the factors that determine whether ventilation will be effective or not. House tightness, operating static pressure, number of minimum ventilation fans to be used, proper number of air inlets that should be used, and fan run time all play a role in determining what type of conditions we will have in our houses.

Houses must be tight to achieve proper static pressure

The first question that must be answered concerns house tightness. Is the house tight enough to use inlets effectively? This would mean that we would be able to pull at least a 0.10 to 0.12 static pressure with one 48-inch fan or two 36-inch fans with all inlets (and doors) closed. A really tight house may pull 0.15 to 0.25 inches under these test conditions. But if a 0.10 to 0.12 pressure is achieved with these fans in operation and all inlets closed, the house is sufficiently tight to use negative pressure ventilation.

The decision then needs to be made as to how many minimum ventilation fans will be placed on a timer. If houses are relatively loose, about a 0.10 to 0.12 static pressure, then it may be necessary to run two 48-inch fans for minimum ventilation. If houses are relatively tight, such as newer houses that will run 0.20 to 0.25 pressures, then perhaps one 48-inch fan or two 36-inch fans can be run for minimum ventilation. No one can make this decision for you. The individual manager will have to make a decision. In the looser houses that are approximately 0.10 to 0.12 static pressure, we are better off to run two 48-inch fans for minimum ventilation and cut the fan run time by 50%. In the tighter houses we have the luxury of running one 48-inch or two 36-inch fans and running for longer periods of time.

So you see that the amount of fan power that will be run for minimum ventilation varies depending on house tightness. The loosest 42 x 500 house might use two 48-inch fans or their Traditional side wall air inlets need to open at least 2 inches so that the inlet will perform as a good air nozzle to throw incoming cold air high across the ceiling of the house. If inlets are not opened wide enough, or are opened too wide, incoming cold air will come in too slowly and will drop to the floor, chilling the birds.
equivalent for minimum ventilation while the tightest 42 x 500 might use one 48-inch or two 36-inch fans. Some houses will use one 48-inch and one 36-inch fan as the minimum vent fans.

**Very loose houses cannot be ventilated with inlets**

Some very old or very loose houses are just not tight enough to ventilate with air inlets. If houses are not tight enough, it is often better to just suck air through the cracks in the house, leaving the inlets closed. While sucking air into the house through the cracks is not the preferred method of ventilation, trying to use air inlets in a house that is not sufficiently tight can be a disaster. Opening air inlets at very low static pressures will drop large amounts of cold air on the floor, causing chilling, wet floors, and poor performance. A good rule of thumb is that if you cannot use your air inlets successfully using two 48-inch fans for minimum ventilation and achieve an operating static pressure of 0.10, then you are better off to leave the inlets closed and just bring air in through the cracks. Of course the preferred way to solve this problem is to tighten up the house. And for sure an old loose house will certainly benefit from mixing or stir fans to help mix the air.

**Number of inlets used must be matched to number of fans running**

The goal of minimum ventilation inlet management is to have the cold outside air coming through the inlets at high velocity and directed toward the center of the house above the birds, so as to get good mixing of cold outside and warm inside air. For minimum ventilation inlets to flow air properly they must open a minimum of 2-3 inches for a sidewall inlet or 1-1½ inches for a ceiling installed inlet. The static pressure controller automatically opens the inlets more or less so as to maintain proper static pressure -- so if there are too many inlets allowed to operate, the result will be that the controller will choke down the openings too much. As we have too often seen lately, houses running minimum ventilation with all inlets operating will have inlets opening only one-fourth to one-half inch, so that incoming cold air just sort of leaks into the house at the inlets and then falls to the floor. We don’t get any air mixing because we haven’t gotten any real air stream with any air velocity. This leads to wet litter, high humidity, ammonia, high fuel usage, and poor air quality.

In other words, for any given number of fans running there is a correct number of inlets to be used at the correct opening. If a tunnel house has been properly designed it may have anywhere from 48 to 80 air inlets installed. This is the total air inlet capacity for maximum ventilation when not in the tunnel mode. Four, five, or six tunnel fans can be run through these inlets. But what we need to look at in winter operation is how many inlets do we need if we are doing minimum ventilation running only one 48-inch fan, or one 48-inch and one 36-inch, or two 48-inch fans. Houses may be equipped with the number of inlets needed for maximum ventilation, but in winter cold weather we want minimum ventilation so many inlets must be closed or latched shut. The goal is to utilize the appropriate number of inlets to match the number of minimum ventilation fans in use. As the growout continues more inlets will be unlatched or put into service.

The exact number that should be used on a given farm will vary depending on the house. In most houses we should at least have operating inlets on each side no further apart than 24 to 30 feet, which usually would mean latching closed every other inlet so we allow only 15 evenly distributed inlets in the brood chamber to respond to the inlet machine. We would unlatch more inlets in the brood chamber only if we anticipated needing to run additional fans.

Of course for half house brooding situations it is very desirable to close all or most of the inlets in the non brood area. After turnout we typically need to unlatch more inlets in the growout end as more fans are used, and then finally as we get some age on the birds we unlatch them all. A good rule of thumb in a tunnel house is we need to have about 15 operating inlets for each 48-inch fan that we expect to be brought on during that phase of the growout or that prevailing weather.

**Good inlet management: monitor and adjust static pressure and inlet openings**

As we’ve said, the goal of minimum ventilation inlet management is to get cold outside air shooting through the inlets at high enough velocity and directed toward the center of the house above the birds. This requires having the right static pressure and the right amount of inlet opening, usually at least one inch for a ceiling inlet and two inches for a sidewall air inlet. Too wide an inlet opening, however, can be almost as bad as too small an opening. If the inlet board opens too wide it tends to direct cold air down toward the birds, not across the ceiling. It is also important that inlets all open uniformly the same. If some
Keys to Successful Use of Sidewall and Ceiling Inlets

Getting top performance from a broiler flock depends largely on doing ventilation right – and air inlet management is absolutely the key to providing the right environment during the critical starting and early growth phases. Here are the top points to keep in mind:

1. For inlets to work properly a poultry house must be tight.

2. Most poultry houses in the United States rely on negative pressure to flow air into the house during cool weather or brooding operations. The inlet is the tool to make this happen properly.

3. Inlets control direction of air movement, velocity of air entering the house, and thus air mixing. In cold weather, inlets are the tools to help blend cold outside air with warm inside air to save fuel and maintain precise temperatures. Good inlet management prevents all the hot air from being in the top of the house.

4. Curtain openings and board cracks are not good inlets because they are too large, not uniform and do not do a good job of directing airflow.

5. Static pressure inlet controllers work well to provide good airflow “throw” into the house under changing conditions, but only when the number of inlets available is matched to number of fans that will come on. All inlets on a house are to be used only for maximum power ventilation mode. During brooding and cold weather, a large number of the inlets are not only not needed, they must be closed off to assure good airflow.

6. Inlets must be open approximately one inch for a ceiling inlet and two to three inches for a sidewall inlet if we are to get the proper airflow patterns from the inlet. If your poultry house has all inlets opening one-quarter to one-half inch you need to latch closed every other inlet and then the remaining inlets will open twice as far.

7. Inlets opened beyond the “fully open” position (opening at tip of board equal to inlet throat opening) don’t increase airflow. Too wide board openings tend to direct air downward toward the birds, which would be acceptable only for older birds and very mild or warm weather.

During visits in the field, we often see houses where inlets are opening only about 1/4 inch. This small an opening will not produce high velocity air and will result in very poor air mixing. Poor air mixing results in chilled birds, wet floors and high fuel costs.

Ceiling type inlets should open at least 1 inch to insure a good air nozzle effect. Traditional sidewall inlets should open at least 2 inches (see photo on page 1).

An inexpensive latch or nail to seal off unneeded air inlets is perhaps one of the best tools in setting up houses for good winter airflow. The number of inlets to be used must be matched to number of fans that will come on. During brooding and cold weather, a large number of the inlets must be closed off to assure good airflow.
are opening wider or narrower than others, the result will be poor uniformity in the house, with cold and hot spots that will hurt flock performance and uniformity.

Since the static pressure controller interacts with the inlets, good inlet management requires monitoring inlet performance (how wide they are opening and what kind airflow is being achieved) and adjusting the controller for best performance. This assumes a tight house and that the right number of inlets are operating for the number and size of fans running, and is a fine tuning adjustment that will vary from house to house. The goal is to find the right operating pressure that gives proper inlet opening and best airflow into the house.

**Do not allow obstructions to interfere with airflow**

One problem often seen in the field is obstructions to airflow, such as water or electrical equipment, being placed directly in the air stream of the inlet. For both ceiling and sidewall style inlets we are trying to achieve high air velocity so we can throw or shoot the air into the house. We want to get the air flowing as smoothly as possible and attach the jet to the ceiling so it can travel to the center of the house. If when our house is built we allow water lines or electrical lines to be strapped to the ceiling right in the path of the airflow we are really hurting our ability to mix air properly. Builders need to be told about this and alternate locations for these utilities need to be worked out.

**The Bottom Line**

In houses with poor inlet management, as much as a 15 to 20 degree difference in floor and ceiling temperature has been observed. Good inlet management can keep this temperature difference to 5 degrees. The dollar benefits start with the fact that saved fuel costs keep money in your pocket. Houses with poor air mixing will use 20-25% more fuel. Plus the combination of temperature and air quality from day one is probably the most significant factor in broiler flock performance. Extreme temperatures can be devastating during the brooding period especially. Too cold conditions dramatically impact the ability of young birds to get adequate feed and water, and if early growth is slowed the performance losses cannot be made up during the life of the flock. The bottom line is that proper management of air inlets to provide birds the temperature and air quality they need is absolutely essential for getting top returns.

This newsletter is produced in cooperation with the U.S. Poultry & Egg and Alabama Poultry & Egg Associations, as part of their commitment to poultry industry education. We appreciate their support and are proud of our relationships with these organizations.
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**Thanks to the following for their support of Extension poultry engineering programs at Auburn University:**

**Diamond**

- Aerotech/Munsters ........................................... 888-335-0100
- Agrifan ........................................................... 800-236-7080
- CANARM Ltd ........................................... 800-267-4427
- EXPERT CONTROLS ......................................... 217-226-4401
- Hired Hand, Inc ........................................... 800-642-0123
- Poultry Litter Treatment-PLT ....................... 800-379-2243
- VALCO ................................................................ 888-345-8956

**Platinum**

- Cobb-Vantress ........................................... www.cobb-vantress.com
- Diversified Imports/ROTEM ...................... 800-348-6663
- Pro-Tech, Inc ........................................... www.pro-technic.com

**Gold**

- ACME Engineering ......................................... 800-382-2263
- Chore-Time ..................................................... 574-658-4101
- Clean Burn Inc ............................................... 800-331-0183
- Cumberlind ...................................................... 800-222-4166
- LATCO ................................................................ 479-824-3282
- Reeves Supply ........................................... 888-854-5221
- Surge Suppression Incorporated ............... 888-987-8877
- The Dow Chemical Co ........................................ www.styrofoam.com

**Silver**

- Aven ................................................................ 800-826-9685
- BioSentry ....................................................... 800-788-4246
- CooAir .............................................................. 904-389-1469
- Dandy ................................................................. 800-222-4166
- Detroit Radiant Products Co ...................... www.reverberrary.com
- Dyer Poultry Supply ....................................... 256-796-2310
- Ellison and Ellison ........................................... 770-427-8929
- Federal Land Bank Assoc of North Alabama .......... 888-305-0074
- First South Farm Credit .................................. 800-955-1722
- J&R Builders ..................................................... 205-594-5994
- Lewis Brothers .................................................. 912-367-4651
- Multifar/Vostermans .................................... 800-458-5532
- Porter Insulation Products ......................... 800-999-0430
- Poultry Guard .................................................. 312-706-3294
- Space Ray ......................................................... 704-372-3485
- Walco International, Inc ............................... 800-438-1615
- WYNCO ........................................................... 800-643-3064
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